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Abstract: NP-completeness and other complexity proofs often merely St ate that the problem at hand is 
a generalization of some other intractable problem. This proof technique relies on the widely accepted 
assumption that complexity results hold regardless of the model formulation used to represent the 
problem and the encoding used to represent its instances. However, recent results indicate that these 
assumptions are not always justified. Brüggemann and Jahnke (1996) show that for at least one model 
formulation of the feasibility variant of the discrete lotsizing and scheduling problem (D LSP) the S tan
dard technique of proving NP-completeness fails even though the problem itself is NP-complete. With 
respect to the field of resource-constrained project scheduling, the question arises whether this or 
similar situations may occur as well. We extend the findings o n the DLSP to two mu lti-mode project 
scheduling problems where the most striking result is that the well-known binary programming model 
of one of these is exponential - regardless of the encoding used. We also show under what circum-
stances better-than-exponential results can still be achieved, showing the models to be strongly NP-
equivalent. 

Keywords: RESOURCE-CONSTRAINED PROJECT SCH EDULING; COMPUTATIONAL COM
PLEXITY 

1. Introduction and Motivation 

NP-completeness and other complexity proofs often merely State that the problem at hand is a 

generalization of some other intractable problem; a complexity proof for project scheduling 

problems for example often simply consists of the hint that they generalize the job shop 

problem (Baker 1974; Drexl 1990; Sprecher 1994) which is known to be strongly NP-hard 

(Garey, Johnson, and Sethi 1976). This proof technique relies on the widely accepted assump

tion that complexity results hold regardless of the model formulation used to represent the 

problem and regardless of the encoding used to represent its instances. One necessary condi-

tion for the latter is that the encoding is concise, i.e. does not expand the instances artificially 

(Garey, Johnson 1979, pp. 19-23). 

However, recent results indicate that both assumptions are not always justified. Brüggemann, 

and Jahnke (1996) were able to prove for at least one model formulation of the discrete lotsiz

ing and scheduling problem (DLSP) that a commonly used encoding which is widely accepted 

as being concise may cease to remain concise when confronted with certain, pathological in

stances. As a consequence, different encodings may lead to categorially different input lengths 

such that complexity results no longer can be safely assumed to be encoding-independent. 

Further, Brüggemann and Jahnke (1996) showed that under a slightly different encoding, 

which is actually concise for these pathological instances, the corresponding decision model 

cannot be a member of NP; therefore the model is exponential. Finally, they demonstrated that 

for the DLSP different model formulations may entail different complexity results; so, com

plexity results need not always hold regardless of the employed model formulation. 

With respect to the field of resource-constrained project scheduling, the question arises 

whether here this or similar situations may occur as well. We examine the Standard practice of 

representing project scheduling problems under resource constraints, i.e. optimization models 
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using binary variables to represent schedules. Since to our knowledge Pritsker, Watters, and 

Wolfe (1969) were the first to use the concept of binary variables in this regard, we refer to 

such models as PWW-models. The findings of Brüggemann and Jahnke (1996) have already 

been extended to the single-mode project scheduling problem (SMPSP) where two findings 

were proven for its PWW-model (Schirmer 1996): First, the PWW-model of the SMPSP can 

only be solved in exponential time - regardless of the particular encoding used. Second, the 

complexity of that SMPSP-model can be improved from exponential to strongly NP-equivalent 

by imposing one additional condition. In this contribution, we will show that the PWW-model 

of the classical multi-mode project scheduling problem (MMPSP) reveals the same properties 

as found for the SMPSP and that also this result can be improved to a strongly NP-equivalence 

result by adding a moderate restriction. In addition, we will demonstrate that the PWW-model 

of a modified multi-mode project scheduling problem (MMMPSP) possesses another property 

reported by Brüggemann (1995) for the DLSP, namely the existence of two seemingly concise 

encoding schemes which fail to be polynomially related. However, in contrast to the DLSP 

where this property prevented a direct NP-completeness proof, we will show that here a direct 

proof is straightforward, as well as a strong NP-equivalence proof. 

We assume the reader to be familiar with the issues and concepts of complexity theory (Garey, 

Johnson 1979; Papadimitriou, Steiglitz 1982; Papadimitriou 1994). The remainder of this 

work is organized as follows: Section 2 recollects some fundamental aspects of encodings. 

Section 3 summarizes the essential results on the DLSP. Section 4 deals with the classical 

MMPSP while Section 5 is devoted to a treatment of the mentioned modified version MMMPSP. 

Finally, Section 6 provides a brief summary and closes with an outlook on future research. 

2. Encodings Revisited 

Before an algorithm can actually work on an instance, the instance must be translated into a 

comprehensible and workable form. If the algorithm is to be run on a Computer the instance 

has to be brought into a computer-readable form; if the algorithm is to be executed with pencil 

and paper the instance must be written down in a prescribed manner by representing numbers 

in some arithmetic system such as the binary or the decimal system. This process is referred to 

as encoding. It is assumed that for any encoding function there exists a polynomial algorithm 

able to decode the original instance from its encoded version since otherwise the encoding 

would fail to translate all relevant Information contained in the instance. (For more details cf. 

Garey, Johnson 1979, pp. 19-23.) 

Encodings are required to be reasonable, i.e. decodable and concise. In this context, decod-

ability means that it should be possible to extract all relevant Information from an encoded in

stance in polynomial time while conciseness implies that the encoding avoids redundancies, as 

would arise from repeating the same Information several times. It is common to regard the 
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length of an instance / (under encoding e), denoted by LNGe(/), as being determined by two 

factors, viz. the number of values to be stored and the magnitude of the instance, i.e. the larg-

est value occurring in I, denoted by MAXe(7). The latter reflects the assumption that, for in

stance in a Computer, all values will be stored in registers of the same length. Then, in order to 

be able to störe even the largest numerical value, one has to provide log] MAXe(/) bits for 

each value. Hence, the magnitude determines the input length only logarithmically, unless 

0(MAXSTD(/)) different values have to be stored. This is the usual understanding of a concise 

encoding. 

It is also a widely accepted assumption that complexity results hold regardless of the encod-

ings used as long as these are reasonable because then different encodings will be polyno-

mially related, i.e. produce input lengths of categorially the same size. Loosely speaking, two 

encodings el and e2 are polynomially related for a given problem iff there exist two polyno-

mials p and p' such that for all instances I the input length under one encoding can be polyno

mially bounded in the input length of the other one, and vice versa, i.e. 

To motivate this assumption, recall the kind of results that complexity theory tries to achieve. 

Actually, one does not look for the exact running times of algorithms but for categorial results 

establishing whether the time complexities are polynomial, probably not polynomial (or 

pseudo-polynomial), or exponential. Since the combination of two polynomials is again a 

polynomial, different time complexities will be categorially the same as long as they differ at 

most by a polynomial factor. Then the running times of an algorithm working on two differ-

ently encoded versions of the same instance will differ at most by a polynomial factor, conse-

quentially the algorithm will be polynomial either in none or in both cases. It turns out that 

under reasonable encodings the resulting input lengths are of categorially the same size since 

they are in a fixed ratio and thus differ at most by a polynomial factor. In other words, the 

existence of a polynomial (or pseudo-polynomial) algorithm does not depend on the particular 

choices made in this respect as long as these are reasonable. 

For illustrative purposes we exhibit two different encodings which will be used in the remain-

der of this work (for details cf. Schirmer 1995). 

Standard Encoding (STD) Numerical parameters (such as numbers of resources) are en

coded into their binary representation. Vectors and matrices (such as durations of activities) 

are encoded by sequentially listing their encoded elements. Binary relations on a set of objects 

(such as precedence Orders) are encoded into lists of adjacent pairs of objects where the ob-

LNGei(/) < p'(LNGe2(/)) and (1) 

LNGe2(/)<p(LNGei(/)). (2) 
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jects are encoded as above. (Similar encodings can be found in Garey, Johnson 1979, pp. 19-

23; Papadimitriou, Steiglitz 1982, pp. 159-161.) 

Compact Encoding (CMP) Of vectors and matrices only the nonzero entries are encoded, 

along with their corresponding indices. Otherwise, CMP and STD are identical. 

Even though both prescriptions are not specific enough to describe particular encodings un-

ambiguously, they are comprehensive enough to convey the idea of how to do that and simple 

enough to be modified or extended to cover other needs. It could be said that STD describes 

the Standard manner of encoding, i.e. writing down, instances. Finally, the reader should note 

that MAXSTD(/) — MAXCMPCO-

3. The Discrete Lotsizing and Scheduling Problem 

3.1. Problem Setting 

This section concerns the discrete lotsizing and scheduling problem (DLSP) (Fleischmann 

1990; Salomon et al. 1991; Catrysse et al. 1993; Fleischmann 1994; Haase 1994). In particu

lar, we shall address the classical variant of the DLSP which is characterized by the following 

assumptions: We have one machine on which several items are to be produced, within a 

specified number of periods. Demand, which may arise in different periods for different items, 

may be satisfied as well from production in the respective period as from inventory. Before 

production of an item may Start, the machine must be set up appropriately. We consider only 

setup costs, which are assumed to be sequence-independent; setup times are neglected. The 

machine may produce no more than one item per period (all-or-nothing assumption) since 

production of an item always runs füll periods. The number of units the machine can produce 

in one period {production speed) may be different for each item. Production costs are assumed 

to be constant over time and can thus be omitted. 

The problem parameters of the DLSP are summarized (in alphabetical order) in Table 1. 

W.l.o.g. the parameters J, T, all pj, hj, and sj are assumed to be positive integers while all djt 

and ijo are assumed to be nonnegative integers. Finally, yjo is assumed as binary, taking the 

value 1 to indicate the machine is set up for item j, and 0 otherwise. These assumptions entail 

no loss of generality since one could equivalently allow rational numbers, i.e. fractions, and 

multiply them with the smallest common multiple of their denominators. 

The goal is to find an assignment of items to periods in which they are to be produced which 

satisfy demand while minimizing the sum of setup and holding costs. 
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Table 1 

Problem Parameters of the DLSP 

Problem Definition 
Parameter 

djt Demand for item j in period t 

hj Inventory Holding cost of item j 

'jO Initial inventory of item j 

J Number of items, indexed by j 

Pj Production speed for item j 

sj Setup cost of item j 

T Number of periods, indexed by t 

yjo Initial setup State of the machine 

3.2. Model Formulation 

We will adopt the well-known model formulation due to Fleischmann (1990) (up to changed 

notation of some parameters). The assignment of items to periods is represented by binary 

variables yjt (1 < j < J; 1 < t < T) where 

f 1 if item j is produced in period t 

[0 otherwise ^ ^ 

while the inventories are represented by nonnegative real variables ijt (1 < j < J; 1 < t < T) 

where 

ijt = inventory of item j in period t (4) 

W.l.o.g. let yjo = 0 and ijg = 0 (1 < j < J). Now the DLSP can be expressed as follows: 

Minimize 

J T 
Z(x)= X X(sj max{°,yjt - yj,t-l} + hj ijt) (5) 

j=lt=l 

subject to 
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J 

Xyjt -1 (1 < t < T) (6) 

j=l 

+ Pj yjt - djt = ijt 

yjte (°. U 

ijt>0 (1 <j < J; 1< t < T) (9) 

(1 <j < J; 1< t <T) (7) 

(l<j<J;l<t<T) (8) 

This model formulation of the DLSP can be explained as follows: Minimization of the objec-

tive function (5) leads to the minimum total cost. The all-or-nothing constraints (6) together 

with the binarity constraints (8) guarantee that at most one item can be produced per period. 

The inventory balance equations (7) along with the nonnegativity constraints (9) ensure that in 

each period at least demand for each item is satisfied by linking adjacent inventory levels, 

production, and demand; in other words, shortages are disallowed. 

In the following, DLSPFL is understood to denote the above model, in contrast to the general 

problem setting which is denoted by DLSP. 

3.3. Complexity of the Model 

In the sequel, we recount some findings on the influence that model formulations and instance 

encodings may have on the complexity of problems. All these findings turned up for the DLSP 

and, at first glance, seem to pertain to it only. However, they also bear relevance in general be-

cause they exhibit counterexamples for some fundamental assumptions of complexity theory 

which were commonly accepted up to now. 

Let us assume for a Start that the instances of the DLSPFL are encoded by the STD encoding; 

for our purposes, this encoding is essentially characterized by the fact that all demand Infor

mation is stored in a matrix with the dimensions number of items and number of periods 

(Brüggemann 1995, pp. 222-223). Under this encoding, the magnitude of arbitrary DLSPp^-

instances I is MAXSTD(/) = T such that their length is LNGSTD(7) = 0(J T log T). This encod

ing is widely regarded as reasonable and is, explicitely or implicitely, in frequent use. 

Observation 1 (Brüggemann 1995, Section 3.3.1) For certain instances of the DLSPp^, the 

STD encoding fails to remain concise. Consider the following pathological instance F: There 

is only one item and demand for T units of it arises no earlier than in the last period of the 

planning horizon, i.e. J = 1, djt = 0(1 < t < T-l), djj = T. All other problem parameters are 

free, i.e. may take arbitrary values (from their domains). For such instances, the magnitude 

remains MAXgTß(f) = T while the length becomes LNCg^D^) ~ 0(T log T). As the highest 

degree occurrence of T in LNGSTD(/) is linear this means that the relationship between in-
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stance magnitude and length is polynomial. This is due to the fact that the STD encoding is 

storing the füll demand matrix. For T, however, this contradicts the above understanding of a 

concise encoding (cf. Section 2) since all but one of the elements of the demand matrix are 

zero such that the füll matrix clearly contains in most part redundant Information. 

(Brüggemann 1995 refers to this specific Situation as "implicitely unary encoding" of T while 

Garey, Johnson 1979 term such a Situation in general "padding" of the input.) 

The rationale for this effect is that the above instance I contains only one demand value; 

nevertheless, the STD encoding stores the füll demand matrix of which all J T entries but one 

are zero. It is clear that a substantially more compact encoding, such as CMP, is needed to 

prevent this effect. Here, CMP can be characterized by the fact that all demand Information is 

stored in two numbers, viz. the one demand value and the period in which it arises. Now, even 

for pathological instances T the relationship between magnitude and length is logarithmic, i.e. 

LNGCMPC) ~ 0(l°g T), making the compact encoding a concise one. 

Observation 2 (Brüggemann 1995, Section 3.3.1) For certain instances 1 of DLSPpL, 

LNGSTD(7) and LNGcMP(/) are not polynomially related; this follows directly from the 

above. This Observation contradicts the widespread assumption that all commonly used en

codings produce input of essentially the same, i.e. polynomially related, length. 

Observation 3 (Brüggemann 1995, Section 3.3.3) Under STD encoding, the usual technique 

of NP-completeness proofs fails for the DLSPFL. Directly establishing a problem as NP-com-

plete involves proving two properties: First, that the problem considered belongs to NP; 

second, that some NP-complete problem polynomially transforms to the problem considered. 

For the DLSPFL under STD encoding this technique does not work because even though its 

feasibility version DLSPfeaspL is a member of NP, there can be no polynomial transformation 

from an NP-complete problem to the DLSPfeasFL. It turns out that it is impossible to devise a 

polynomial transformation from a concisely encoded model to an unconcisely encoded one. 

The reason is that in this Situation the input length of the DLSPp^-instances may grow expo-

nentially faster than the input length of any concisely encoded model. Hence, Computing a 

transformation from the former to the latter would clearly require time exponential in the 

length of the preimage instance if the parameter is free. In addition, even constructing a poly

nomial transformation from another model under an unconcise encoding would not help in 

rigging up an NP-completeness proof since such an unconcise encoding could increase the in

put length by an exponential factor, enough to turn the complexity of even an exponential al

gorithm into a polynomial one. Hence, the model would in fact even be solvable in polyno

mial time, contradicting the proof idea of transforming an NP-complete problem rather than a 

polynomial one. 
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Observation 4 (Brüggemann 1995, Section 3.3.3) Also under CMP encoding, the usual tech-

nique of NP-completeness proofs fails for the DLSPpL, even though it is possible to construct a 

polynomial transformation from an NP-complete model to the feasibility variant of the 

DLSPpL- It was argued above that the CMP encoding yields an input length that does not de-

pend polynomially on the planning horizon. However, since any certificate of the DLSPpL 

consists of values for all variables yjt and ij;, the length of any certificate depends linearly, 

thus polynomially, on the planning horizon. As a consequence, reading a certificate - to say 

nothing of verifying it - will require time which is not polynomially boundable in the input 

length such that in this case the model cannot be a member of NP. Consequentially, again no 

direct NP-completeness proof is possible. 

All these phenomena combine to disguise the actual complexity of the DLSPp^ from a formal 

point of view. Insofar, one has to conclude that the possibility to determine the complexity 

status of a problem which is neither apparently polynomial nor apparently exponential may 

depend as well on the model formulation as on the encoding employed: On one hand, any 

non-concise encoding may exclude the possibility of constructing a polynomial transformation 

from an other problem, consequentially no direct NP-completeness proof is possible. On the 

other hand, any concise encoding for which no model with polynomial-length certificates is 

known may exclude membership in NP such that the model cannot be polynomially verifi-

able; in other words, since for pathological instances even reading a certificate will take time 

exponential in the input length, they can only be solved in exponential time. Only the combi-

nation of an encoding which is concise and a model which is in NP allows to establish com

plexity results holding for all possible instances, including pathological ones. 

However, even in this Situation a proof of NP-completeness in the strong sense is viable since 

it requires a pseudo-polynomial rather than a polynomial transformation. Even though under 

STD encoding the complexity of the required transformation cannot be bounded polynomially 

in the length of the original instance, it can easily be bounded by a bivariate polynomial in 

length and magnitude of the original instance; this holds true because it is exactly the expo-

nentially increasing magnitude of the transformed instance which prevents the transformation 

from being polynomial. 

4. The Multi-Mode Project Scheduling Problem 

4.1. Problem Setting 

The principal components of any project scheduling problem (PSP) are activities, resources, 

precedence relations, and a quality measure. A project consists of a number of activities; all 

activities have to be executed in order to complete the project. Düring their nonpreemtable 

execution the activities request resources. Within this conceptual framework, resources are 
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generally classified according to their availability. The available amount of nonrenewable re-

sources is limited over the whole planning horizon by a total capacity. In contrast, the availa

ble amount of renewable resources is limited in every period by a period capacity. Resources 

having both a total and a period capacity are called doubly constrained; however, since they 

can be split into a renewable and a nonrenewable part (cf. Slowinski 1981) they are usually 

not considered explicitly. Often, an activity can be performed in several different ways 

(,modes), which are associated with different durations and different resource demands, thus 

defining a multi-mode problem. Accordingly, each mode of an activity is associated with a 

duration, a resource usage for each renewable resource, and a resource consumption for each 

nonrenewable resource. Further, technological, legislatory, or other reasons may induce prece-

dence relations, meaning that some activitites need to be completed before others can be 

started. Finally, once the execution of an activity has begun, it may not be interrupted (non-

preemptive scheduling). 

A schedule assigns a finishing time and - if necessary - a mode to each activity. A project 

scheduling problem (PSP) then amounts to finding a schedule that is both feasible, i.e. respects 

a given set of constraints, and optimal, i.e. attains the Optimum of a specified quality measure. 

The constraints may represent precedence relations between certain activities or limited re

source availabilities while the quality measure may aim at minimizing the total duration 

(makespan) of the project. The quality of such a schedule is measured in terms of a function 

mapping each schedule to a numerical value (for more details cf. Kolisch 1995). 

In the following we will address the classical multi-mode project scheduling problem 

(MMPSP) which is characterized by the above assumptions (for an extensive literature review 

and a detailed coverage cf. Kolisch 1995). The problem parameters of the MMPSP are summa-

rized (in alphabetical order) in Table 2. W.l.o.g. the parameters J, all Mj, djm (except of all 

dim and djm), K^, and K^ are assumed to be positive integers while N, R, and all kjmn and 

kjmr are assumed to be nonnegative integers. 

The goal is to find an assignment of modes and periods to activities (a schedule) that Covers 

all activities, guarantees for each nonrenewable resource that the total consumption by all ac

tivities is no more than the total availability, respectively, and for each renewable resource r 

that in each period the total usage of r by all activities performed does not exceed the avail

ability of r in that period, respects the partial order Z, and minimizes the total project length. 
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Table 2 

Problem Parameters of the MMPSP 

Problem Definition 
Parameter 

djm Duration of activity j when perform ed in mode m 

J Number of activities, indexed by j 

kjmn Total consumption of nonrenewable resource n required to perform activ ity j in mode m 

kjmr Per-period usage of renewable resource r require d to perform activity j in mod e m 

Kn Total availability of nonrenewable resource n 

KP 
r 

Per-period availability of renewable resource r 

Mj Number of modes of activity j, index ed by m 

N Number of nonrenewable resources, indexed by n 

R Number of renewable resources, indexed by r 

Z Partial order on the activities, representing precedence relations 

4.2. Model Formulation 

Since the results of Brüggemann and Jahnke (1996) suggest that different model formulations 

may give rise to different complexity results, it is necessary to describe a specific model of the 

MMPSP. For this purpose, we will formulate what we call a PWW-model, i.e. a 0-1 optimiza-

tion model following the approach by Pritsker, Watters, and Wolfe (1969). These models are 

well established in the open literature as the Standard practice of representing scheduling 

Problems as well as many other assignment-type problems. 

To simplify the formulation of the model, w.l.o.g. it is assumed that the (fictitious) activities 1 

and J are dummy activities such that their duration and resource requirements equal zero, and 

that activity 1 (J) is the unique first (last) activity w.r.t. Z, i.e. that 1 Z j and j Z J (2 < j < J-l). 

Also, several parameters are derived from the above problem parameters. First, in order to 

restrict the number of periods to be considered, an upper bound for the makespan of the pro

ject can be determined. Assuming w.l.o.g. that the modes mj of each activity j (2 < j < J-l) are 

sorted by non-decreasing duration djm, a (however poor) bound can be derived from 

J —1 
T=XdjMj (10) 
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Second, let denote Pj (1 < j < J) the set of all immediate predecessors of activity j w.r.t. Z. 

Third, we assume the order Z to be topological (Moder et al. 1983, p. 121). Then earliest fin-

ishing times EFj and latest finishing times LFj can be calculated for each activity j (1 < j < J) 

by considering only the mode with the smallest duration. While not being a necessary pre-

requisite, they usually allow to reduce the number of binary variables needed to formulate a 

specific instance of the problem. 

Table 3 summarizes the derived parameters of the MMPSP (in alphabetical order). 

Table 3 

Derived Parameters of the MMPSP 

Derived Definition 
Parameter 

EFj Earliest finishing time of activi ty j 

LFj Latest finishing time of activi ty j 
Pj Set of all immedia te predecessors of activ ity j 

T Number of peri ods (planning horizon), indexed by t 

Using the above conceptualization, the assignment of modes and periods to activities can be 

represented by binary variables xjmt (1 ^ j ^ J; 1 < m< Mj; 1 < t < T) where 

f 1 if activity j is performed in mode m and completed in period t 
jmt |Q ^ ^ 

Now the MMPSP can be expressed in terms of a PWW-model as follows (cf. e.g. Talbot 1982): 

Minimize 

Z(x) = XtxJlt (12) 
t=EFj 

subject to 

Mj LFj 

^ Xxjmt = ' (13) 
m=l t=EFj 
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M; LF, Mj Lhj 

X Xtximt- X 
m=l t=EF, m=lt=EFj 

J Mj LFj 

X X kjmn Xxjmt^Kn 
j=l m=l t=EFj 

j Mj t+djm-l 

Z E imr 
j—1 m=l t=t 

xjmte (0, 1} (1 <j<J; 1 <m<Mj;EFj<t<LFj) (17) 

This model formulation of the MMPSP can be explained as follows: Minimization of the objec-

tive function (12) enforces the earliest possible completion of the last activity J and thus leads 

to the minimal schedule length. The activity completion constraints (13) guarantee that each 

activity is executed once and completed within the interval [1, T], The precedence constraints 

(14) represent the precedence order. The capacity constraints (15) and (16) limit the total con-

sumption of each nonrenewable resource to the total amount available and the total resource 

usage of each renewable resource in each period to the amount available per period. 

In the following, MMPSPp^w is understood to denote the above model, in contrast to the gen

eral problem setting which is denoted by MMPSP. 

4.3. Complexity of the Model 

In this section we will examine whether the findings reported above for the DLSPFL also per-

tain to the MMPSPp-yyyy. We will see in particular that Observation 4 indeed applies. 

We will now prove for the feasibility version of the MMPSP that its PWW-model 

MMPSPfeaspW\v cannot be verified in polynomial time. This implies that solving it in polyno

mial time is impossible, hence itself as well as MMPSPPWW are exponential. 

Theorem 1 MMPSPfeasPww 's not polynomially verifiable, i.e. MMPSPfeasPWW £ NP. 

Proof: LetJe IN, Mj = 1 (1 < j < J), djm = djm = 0, djm e IN (2 < j < J-l; 1 < m < Mj), 

Ne IN, kjmn e IN0 (1 < j < J; 1 < m < Mj; 1 < n < N), e IN (1 < r < R), 

Re IN, kPmr 6 IN0 (1 <j < J; 1 <m<Mj; 1 <r<R), e IN (1 <r<R), and Z 

a partial order on constitute an arbitrary instance I of MMPSPfeas. Letting 

(2 < j < J; i e Pj) (14) 

(1 < n < N) (15) 

(1 <r<R; 1 < t<T) (16) 
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denote M = max{Mj 11 < j < J} and Kmax = max{ 11 < n < N}u{ 11 < r < R}, 

the following bounds are straightforward: 

djm <T (1 <j<J; 1 <m<Mj) (18) 

kJmn " Kn " KmaX (1 < j < J; 1 < m < Mj; 1 < n < N) (19) 

kP <KP<K"%zx (1 <j<J; 1 <m<Mj; 1 <r<R) (20) 

UI<J2 (21) 

[EFj» LFj] c [1, T] (1 <j < J) (22) 

Hence, the magnitude of an instance is MAXSTD(7) = max {T, Kmax} and the input 

length is LNGSTD(7) = Q(J2-M N R log MAXST£>(/)). 

We now have to show that any certificate may require time exponential in 

LNGSTD(/) for verification. A certificate C of MMPSPfeasP\yW consists of one value 

for each of the JM-T decision variables. Since all variables are binary, MAXSJD(C) 

= 1. Hence, LNGSTD(C) = J-M T Flog(l)+ll = J-M-T such that reading it has a time 

complexity of O(J-M-T). But J-M-T is not polynomial in LNGSTO(7) since there is no 

way of polynomially bounding T in J2-M-N-R-log MAXSTD(7). This becomes espe-

cially apparent when MAXSJD(7) = T, implying LNGSTD(7) = 0(J2-M-N-R-log T), 

since T is clearly exponential in log T. But also in the opposite case, where 

MAXSTD(/) = Kmax, T remains exponential since all parameters dj, which determine 

the value of T (cf. equation (1)), are free and may thus attain arbitrarily large values. 

As even reading a certificate will require exponential time, it is impossible to verify it 

in polynomial time such that MMPSPfeasPWW can be no member of NP. • 

Corollary 1 MMPSPfeasPWW and MMPSPPWW are exponential. 

Proof: It is obvious from the proof of Theorem 1 that the length of any certificate C of 

MMPSPfeasPWW cannot be polynomially bounded in the length of the corresponding 

instance 1 of MMPSPfeasP\y\y- Therefore even writing down a Solution for an 

MMPSPfeasPWW-instance, to say nothing of constructing one, may in the worst case 

take exponential time: MMPSPfeasP-ww cannot be solved by a polynomial algorithm, 

so MMPSPfeasPww ls exponential. 

Further, as any Solution of an MMPSPPWW-instance also provides a Solution for the 

corresponding MMPSPfeasPWW-instance, MMPSPPWW cannot be easier to solve than 

MMPSPfeasPWW; so also MMPSPPWW is exponential. • 
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We should emphasize that this result does not exclude the possibility that some or even most 

instances of the MMPSPfeasPW\y or the MMPSPPWW may be solved in polynomial time. Since 

the definition of complexity aims at the worst case, it rather means that not all instances will 

be polynomially solvable. To illustrate this, consider the following pathological Situation: Let 

J = 3, Mj = 1 (1 < j < 3), dj i = d3j = 0, d2i free, N = 0, R = 1, kPj j= 1 (1 < j < 3), = 1, 

and Z empty characterize a class of instances of MMPSPfeasPWW. The length of these in

stances is essentially 0(log T) while the length of each certificate is O(T). Obviously, T is 

exponential in log T so that solving such instances indeed requires exponential time. From the 

proof of Theorem 1 it is clear that also more realistic instances with 1 arger parameter values 

may share the property of requiring exponential effort. As long as T is free to take arbitrarily 

large values which can go beyond any polynomial bound in the length of the respective in

stance, instances may turn up which are only solvable in exponential time. 

4.4. Improving the Complexity of the Model 

The results of the previous section are quite discouraging with respect to the tractability of the 

MMPSPPWW: Since a worst-case result alone does not allow to infer how often the worst case 

will occur, one does not know whether only a few or almost all instances will require expo

nential time for solving them. In order to gain further knowledge, one might try to identify 

distribution functions for at least some of the problem parameters. Such Information might 

help to determine the structure of typical instances from which the frequency of worst-case 

results could be inferred. This approach, however, would require a detailed analysis of the 

specific planning Situation at hand and thus cannot be employed for the MMPSPPWW in gen

eral. 

However, by adding a relatively lenient assumption a better result can be established; more-

over, this result holds for all instances. The MMPSPPWW under this additional condition can be 

shown to be strongly NP-equivalent, in other words to be of the same categorial complexity as 

the strongly NP-complete problems. This result is indeed better since it allows for the possi

bility that MMPSPfeasPWW may be polynomially solvable, even if only under the precondition 

that P = NP. 

The additional condition requires for each instance that all djm (1 < j < J; 1 <m< Mj) be lim

ited to values which are polynomially bounded in the respective input length; note this implies 

T to be polynomially bounded. It is noteworthy to mention that, al though being quite restric-

tive from the formal point of view, this condition is not too severe in practica! terms. The only 

instances which it precludes comprise arbitrarily large planning horizons, a Situation which is 

extremely improbable to occur in practice. In most applications, natural choices of the plan

ning horizon will be fixed or at least sufficiently small to meet this condition. In fact, the 

proof of Theorem 1 indicates that when considering a sequence of essentially similar instances 
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which only differ in their linearly growing values of T, the time required to solve them will in 

the worst case increase exponentially in the input length. 

We will first show that under the above assumption MMPSPfeasP\\rvy is strongly NP-complete 

by providing a pseudo-polynomial transformation (denoted by °cp) from the strongly NP-

complete (Garey, Johnson 1975) 3-partition problem (3PP): 

(3PP) Given L e IN, S = {1,...,3-L}, B e IN (called a bound), and JJJ e IN (1 < j < 3-L) 

(called a size for each element of S) such that 

B/4 < Mj < B/2 (1 < j < 3-L) (23) 

and ^fij=LB (24) 

hold, is there a partition of S into L disjoint subsets Sj (1 < i < L) such that 

I>j = B (1 < i < L) (25) 

holds true? 

Note that the conditions on the fij (1 < j < 3-L) imply that \S\ | = 3 (1 < i < L). Obviously, 

MAXSTD(3PP) = B and LNGSTD(3PP) = 0(L-log B) hold. 

Theorem 2 MMPSPfeasPWW - under the assumption that all dj (1 < j < J) are restricted to 

values which are polynomial in the input length - is strongly NP-complete. 

Proof: 

(i) (MMPSPfeasPWW G NP) By virtue of the above restriction, T is polynomial in 

LNGSTD(7) such that the magnitude of an instance I of the MMPSPfeasPW\y is 

MAXSTD(/) = Kmax and the input length is LNGsTD(/) = 0(J2-M-N-R-log Kmax). We 

now have to show that any certificate can be read and verified in polynomial time. A 

certificate C of the MMPSPfeasP\yw consists of one value for each of the J-M-T decision 

variables; due to their binarity MAXSTD(C) = 1 and thus LNGSJD(C) = J-M-T-

(log (!)+!) = J-M-T. Therefore, reading a certificate has a time complexity of O(J-M-T) 

which is polynomial in the input length because T is so. 

Evaluating the constraints will require at most (M-l)-(T-l) additions for the J activity 

completion constraints (13), at most 2-(M-l)-(T-l) + M-T additions and at most 2-M-T 

multiplications for the at most J(J-l)/2 precedence constraints (14), J-l times at most 

(M-l)-(T-l) additions and J times at most M-T multiplications for the N nonrenewable 

resource constraints (15), and J-l times at most (M-l)-(T-l) additions and J times at 



most MT multiplications for the RT renewable resource constraints (16). In total, this 

amounts to 0(JMT(J+N+RT)) = 0(J2MNR T2) Operations; assuming that each addi-

tion and multiplication takes constant time, the time complexity of the total evaluation is 

0(J2MNRT2). SO, it can be verified in polynomial time that the schedule satisfies the 

constraints (13) - (16). 

(3PP °cp MMPSPfeasPWw) LetLe IN, S = {1,...,3L}, Be IN, and fXj € IN (1 < j < 3L) 

constitute an arbitrary instance of 3PP. Then construct an instance of MMPSPfeasp\yW as 

follows: J = 3 L, Mj = 1 (1 <j < J), dj] = 1 (1 <j < J), N = 0, R = 1, kj = |ij (1 < j < J), K 

= B, and Z empty, where due to Mj = 1 and R = 1 kj stands for kPj ^and K for K^. Also, 

let T = L. Even though applying (10) would yield T = 3 L, we will see below that here T 

= L is sufficient for building a feasible schedule. 

Figure 1 

3PP Transforms to MMPSpfeaspww 

K = B 
=T ii 

k2 = H2 
kl = 4 kJ-l ~ M-3L-1 

kJ = M-3L 

K/4 < k ; < K/2 
B/4 < |J.j < B/2 

SL 

In order to show that this transformation is indeed pseudo-polynomial, let us first argue 

that there exists a feasible schedule for the constructed instance of MMPSPfeasPww ^ 

and only if there is a partition of S as described above. Assuming that there exists a par-

tition of S as described above, we can design a feasible schedule by scheduling all 

activities in S[ (1 < i < L) to period i. Since the S\ form a partition of S, this procedure 

Covers all activities, hence the activity completion constraints (13) are met. Due to Z 

empty there are no precedence constraints (14), due to N = 0 no resource constraints 

(15). Finally, (25) translates to 

%kj = K (1 <i<T) (26) 

jeSi 

such that the schedule also satisfies the resource constraints (16). Conversely, if such a 

feasible schedule exists, a partition of S as described above can be obtained by putting 
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together in Sj (1 < i < L) all Clements j (1 < j < 3-L) scheduled to period i. Due to con

straints (13) this yields a partition, and due to constraints (16) also the desired property 

(25) holds. 

Second, the above transformation can be performed in pseudo-polynomial, even in poly

nomial time since each of the O(L) assignments can be done in 0(log B) time. As all 

values of the 3PP-instance form part of the derived instance, the third condition, viz. that 

the transformed instance will not be of categorially smaller length, will be met even with 

the identical polynomial. Finally, the maximum number occurring in the constructed in

stance, B, is also the maximum number in the 3pp-instance, such that it can be bounded 

in length and magnitude of the 3pp-instance by the polynomial p(x,y) = Ox + y. So, the 

above transformation from 3PP to MMPSPfeaspWw is indeed pseudo-polynomial which 

implies the strong NP-completeness of MMPSPfeaspyy\y. B 

Consequentially, MMPSPfeaspWW can be solved by a polynomial or by a pseudo-polynomial 

algorithm if and only if P = NP such that it is essentially of the same complexity as the 

strongly NP-complete problems. Building upon this result, it is easy to show that the 

MMPSPPWW is strongly NP-hard by exhibiting a pseudo-polynomial reduction (denoted by 

~pR) from the MMPSP^easpY/w to the MMPSPp^y\y. 

Theorem 3 MMPSPPWW - under the assumption that all dj (1 < j < J) are restricted to values 

which are polynomial in the input length - is strongly NP-hard. 

Proof: 

(i) (MMPSPfeasp\yW is strongly NP-complete) See above. 

(ii) (MMPSPfeasPWW °cpR MMPSPPWW) 

Assuming some hypothetical algorithm A' solving MMPSPPWW, each instance 1 of 

MMPSPfeaspWW can be solved by an algorithm A that proceeds in the following way: 

Consider I as an instance f of MMPSPPWW and solve it by A'. If A' returns an optimal 

Solution for /, then that Solution is also feasible; accordingly the Solution for I is "yes". 

If A' returns "no", then no optimal and thus no feasible Solution for r exists; hence the 

Solution for I is "no" as well. This construction can be done in linear, thus polynomial 

time such that A provides a polynomial reduction from MMPSPfeasPWW to MMPSPPWW. 

A is also pseudo-polynomial since except of the cjm all numbers occurring in any con

structed instance T of MMPSPPWW also occur in the original instance I of 

MMPSPfeasPWW such that the magnitude of r can easily be bounded by the identical 

polynomial in the magnitude of /. • 
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This result allows to characterize the MMPSPp^w as at least as hard to solve as the strongly 

NP-complete problems. As a consequence, the MMPSPPWyy can neither be solved by a poly

nomial nor by a pseudo-polynomial algorithm unless P = NP. 

However, this implication provides only partial Information with respect to the tractability of 

the MMPSPPWW. To see this, let us consider the two possible answers to the notorius question 

"Is P = NP?". On one hand, if P ̂  NP were true all problems in NP and thus also the feasibil-

ity version of the MMPSPPWW could be solved only by exponential algorithms; since the 

MMPSPPWW is at least as hard as its feasibility version also the MMPSPPW\V itself would then 

be exponential. On the other hand, if P = NP would hold then all problems in NP and thus 

also the feasibility version of the MMPSPPWW would be polynomial. In this case, however, the 

tractability of the MMPSPP^W would still be open: Being possibly harder to solve than a poly

nomial problem, it then could be polynomial as well as exponential. The following result 

closes this Information gap by ruling out the possibility that the MMPSPPWW might actually be 

harder to solve than the strongly NP-complete problems. (The proof uses two variants of the 

MMPSPPWW which are found in the Appendix.) 

Theorem 4 MMPSPPWW " under the assumption that all dj (1 < j < J) are restricted to values 

which are polynomial in the input length - is strongly NP-easy. 

Proof: 

(i) (MMPSPthrPWW is strongly NP-complete) 

(MMPSPthrPWW € NP) Magnitude and length of an instance I as well length of a certifi

cate of the MMPSPthrPww are as for the MMPSPfeasPWW. Again, reading a certificate has 

a time complexity of 0(J M T) which is polynomial in the input length because T is so. 

Evaluating the constraints will require the same time as for the MMPSPfeasPWW, plus at 

most T-l additions and at most T multiplications to evaluate the objective function (12). 

Again, the time complexity of the total evaluation is 0(J2MNRT2). So, it can be 

verified in polynomial time that the schedule satisfies the constraints as well as the 

condition on the objective function value. 

(MMPSPfeasPWW °cpR MMPSPthrPWW) Assuming some hypothetical algorithm A' solv

ing MMPSPthrPW\y, each instance I of MMPSPfeasPWW can be solved by an algorithm A 

proceeding in the following way: Construct from / an instance T of MMPSPthrPWW, 

where B is a bound on the objective function value, taken to be T (cf. Appendix), and 

solve it by A\ If A' returns a Solution for T, then that Solution is also feasible; accord-

ingly the Solution for I is "yes". If A' returns "no", then no feasible Solution for T exists; 

hence the Solution for I is "no" as well. This construction can be done in linear, thus in 

polynomial time such that A provides a polynomial reduction from MMPSPfeaspww to 
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MMPSPthrPWW. A is also pseudo-polynomial since all numbers - except of T - occurring 

in any constructed instance / of MMPSPthrPW\y also occur in the original instance / of 

MMPSPfeasPWW and T is assumed to be polynomially bounded; hence, the magnitude of 

r can easily be bounded by the identical polynomial in the magnitude of /. 

(ii) (MMPSPext °=pR MMPSPthrPWW) Holds trivially. 

(iii) (MMPSPPWW °cpR MMPSPextPWW) Suppose the algorithm A solves MMPSPextj>ww 

when provided with an instance [J, Mj, djm, N, kjmn, R, K^, Z, B, S], 

with B a bound on the objective function value and E a partial schedule (cf. Appendix). 

(To specify the particular instance which A has to solve, we will refer to the application 

of A as calling A[J, Mj, djm, N, kjmn, R, kjmr > B, S].) Let denote I an 

instance I of MMPSPPWW- We now have to show that I could be solved by calling A on 

several different instances of MMPSPextPWw while doing so no more than a number of 

times polynomially bounded in LNGSJD(7). We will do this in two steps: First, deter-

mine the optimal objective function value of I, i.e. the minimum project length; second, 

construct an optimal Solution, i.e. a füll schedule having minimum length. 

It is clear from the activity completion constraints (13) that each optimal schedule will 

comprise activity 1 which being a dummy must be performed in its only mode 1. In Or

der to avoid unnecessary delays, it will also be regarded as "completed" at the beginning 

of period 1, in other words at the end of "period" 0. Consequentially, any optimal 

schedule will include {(1, 1, 0)} as a partial schedule. Now, from the objective function 

(12), equation (10), and djm e 1N0 it follows that the length B* of any optimal schedule 

has to satisfy 0 < B* < T. Accordingly, by performing a binary search within this inter-

val, one can determine B* with a sequence of at most Flog T] calls of A[J, Mj, djm, N, 

kY Kv R, kP , Kp, Z, B, {(1, 1, 0)}] with different values of B. The binary 
jmn' n, jmr r 

search procedure can be described in pseudo code as follows: 
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BMIN <- o; 
BMAX T; 
while not(BMAX-BMIN= 1) 
{ 

B <r-1"(BMJN + BMAX) / 2~1; 

call A[J, Mj, djm, N, kjmn, K% R, , K? Z, B, «1, 1, 0)}]; 

if (Solution = "yes") 
BMIN 

eise 
BMAX 

} 

B* BN|AX' 
return (B*); 

In order to build an optimal length schedule, let a candidate partial Solution (cps) be a 

partial schedule that can be extended to an optimal one, i.e. to a füll schedule of mini-

mum length. Clearly, {(1, 1,0)} is a cps; hence, there is at least one activity j e J\ {1} 

such that {(1, 1, 0), (j, m, t)} is a cps. j is always taken to be the next activity in J. For 

determining m, all modes m' (1 < m' < Mj) need to be checked, whereas t can be identi-

fied from checking all periods t' within the interval [EFj, LFj] by calling A[J, Mj, djm, 

N, kjmn, R, ^jmr' Z, B*, {(1, 1, 0), (j, m', t')}]; this will involve at most 

M-Hog Tl calls. In general, for each cps {(1, 1, 0), (2, m2, t2),...,(I, mj, tj)} with 

I < J, another cps {(1, 1,0), (2, m%, t2),...,(I, m%, tj ), (1+1, tj+ j)} can be determined by a 

sequence of at most Mflog T~| calls of A such that - given the optimal schedule length 

B* - an optimal schedule can be identified by at most J-M-Flog T] calls of A. 

Having specified the above algorithm, it remains to be verified that A is indeed a 

pseudo-polynomial reduction. Summing up the above numbers yields at most (J-M + 1)-

Flog T] as the total number of calls, which is essentially 0(J M log T); this function can 

easily be polynomially bounded in the length LNGSTD(/) of a MMPSPPWW-instance, 

which is essentially 0(J-M N R log MAXSTD(/)), since T < MAXSTD(/). As all the 

numbers that occur in a MMPSPPWW-instance 7 also appear in the corresponding 

MMPSpGxtpyywinstance ^ ar|d as MAXg^^/) = MAXgjQ^), the remaining conditions 

on a pseudo-polynomial reduction are met, as well. • 

Showing a problem to be NP-easy allows to characterize it as no harder to solve than the 

strongly NP-complete problems; therefore, the MMPSPPWW can be solved by a polynomial or 

a pseudo-polynomial algorithm if P = NP Finally, Theorems 3 and 4 together imply that the 

MMPSPPWW is strongly NP-equivalent, indicating that not only the MMPSPfeasPWW but also 

the MMPSPPWW is of essentially the same computational complexity as the strongly NP-com-

plete problems. This implies that if the fundamental question "Is P = NP?" will eventually be 
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answered by "yes" ("no"), this also would immediately establish the complexity of the 

MMPSPPWW as polynomial (exponential). 

Figure 2 illustrates the mutual relationships between the complexity classes used in the above 

proofs and summarizes the implications of membership in one of them for a problem. NPC 

(NPH, NPE, NPQ) is taken to denote the class of NP-complete (NP-hard, NP-easy, NP 

equivalent) problems (Schirmer 1995). 

5. A Modified Multi-Mode Project Scheduling Problem 

5.1. Problem Setting 

In the following we will address the modified multi-mode project scheduling problem 

(MMMPSP) which differs from the above, classical MMPSP in the following way: In the MMPSP 

the per-period capacities of a renewable resource are identical for all periods, hence only one 

such value needs to be stored for each resource. Now consider a Situation where the per-period 

capacities may be different for each period. In that case the resource capacity for each resource 

is defined in terms of a profile over the planning horizon rather than by a single value. In this 

way, the canonical extension of identical to time-varying period capacities leads to capacity 

profiles (Drexl, Grünewald 1993). Further, all activities must be processed within a given 

number of periods which may be seen as a planning horizon or as a deadline for the whole 

project. Finally, associated with performing different activities in different modes are cost 

figures; the objective is then to minimize the total cost of the project. One might refer to this 

extension of the MMPSP as a multi-mode project scheduling problem with capacity profiles 

and given deadline (for another multi-mode problem with given deadline cf. Kolisch 1995). 

Note that these assumptions are highly relevant for certain personnel scheduling applications 

Figure 2 

Overview of Different Complexity Classes 

NPH : at least as hard as NPC since 
NPH c P => P = NP 

NPE : no harder than NPC since 
NPE c P <= P = NP 

NPQ : as hard as NPC since 
NPQ c P <=> P = NP 
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where the planning process covers a fixed planning horizon, cost criteria determine or 

influence the planning decisions made, and the available workforce will vary over the plan

ning horizon, e.g. due to holidays, vacations, or training (such as shift scheduling, cf. Morris, 

Showalter 1983; Bailey, Field 1985; Bechthold, Jacobs 1990; Love, Hoey 1990; Thompson 

1990). The additional problem parameters of the MMMPSP are summarized (in alphabetical 

order) in Table 4. 

Table 4 

Additional Problem Parameters of the MMMPSP 

Problem Definition 
Parameter 

cjm Cost of performing activity j in mode m 

P Kr{ Availability of renewable resource r in period t 

T Number of periods, indexed by t 

5.2. Model Formulation 

We will also formulate the MMMPSP in terms of a PWW-model. Again, we assume that 

activity 1 ( J) is the unique first (last) activity w.r.t. Z, i.e. that 1 Z j and j Z J (2 < j < J-l), and 

that both are dummy activities with duration, number of modes, and resource requirements of 

zero. W.l.o.g. the parameters J, T, all Mj, djm (except of all d]m and djm), and K^. are 

assumed to be positive integers while N, R, and all cjm, kY , and kP are assumed to be r ° Jm jmn jmr 

nonnegative integers. 

As above, the parameters Py EFj, LFj are derived from the problem parameters to facilitate 

the model formulation. 

Using the above conceptualization, the assignment of modes and periods to activities can be 

represented by binary variables xjmt (1 < j < J; 1 < m < Mj; 1 < t < T) where 

f 1 if activity j is performed in mode m and completed in period t 

jmt [0 otherwise 

Now the MMMPSP can be expressed in terms of a PWW-model as follows: 
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Minimize 

J Mj LFj 

Z(x) = X Xcjm X xjmt (28) 
j=l m=l t=EFj 

subject to 

MJ LFj 
X Sxjmt=l (1 <j <J) (29) 

m=lt=EFj 

Mj LF, Mj LFj 

X X1 ximt - X X(t_djm)xjmt (2 <j < J; i e Pj) (30) 
m=lt=EFj m=lt=EFj 

j Mj LFj 
I I k]™ I*jm,SK^ (] < n < N) (31) 
j-l m=l t=EFj 

j Mj t+dj—1 
I I kjmr (1 < r < R; I < t < T) (32) 
j=l m=l T=t 

xjmte{0, U (1 <j < J; 1 < m <Mj; EFj < t <LFj) (33) 

This model formulation of the MMMPSP can be explained as follows: Minimization of the ob

jective function (28) leads to the minimum total project cost. The activity completion con

straints (29) guarantee that each activity is executed once and completed within the interval 

[1, T]. The precedence constraints (30) represent the precedence order. The capacity con

straints (31) and (32) limit the total consumption of each nonrenewable resource to the toal 

amount available and the total resource usage of each renewable resource in each period to the 

amount available in that period. 

In the following, MMMPSPPWW *S understood to denote the specific PWW-model formulation 

given above, in contrast to the general problem setting MMMPSP as outlined in Section 2. 

5.3. Complexity of the Model 

In this section we will examine whether the findings reported above for the DLSPFL also per-

tain to the MMMPSPPWW. We will see that Observations 1 and 2 indeed apply but that Obser-

vations 3 and 4 do not. 
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Theorem 5 For certain instances F of MMMPSPPWW, LNGSTD(/) and LNGCMp(7) are not 

polynomially related. 

Proof:Consider the following pathological instance /: Each activity can be processed in only 01 

capacity equals the number of activities in the last period of the planning horizon 

while it is zero in all other periods. Finally, there is no precedence order to be consid-

ered. In terms of the problem parameters, this means N = 0, R = 1, Mj = 1, kPj j= 1 

(1 < j < J), djm = 1 (1 <j < J; 1 < m < Mj), = ... = K^_ ̂ = 0, = J, and Z 

empty while the remaining parameters are free. Clearly, for a schedule to be feasible, 

all activities must be processed in the last period T of the planning horizon. Now, 

employing STD to encode this instance, one value for each of the parameters J, T, N, 

and R has to be stored, together with J values for each of the vectors Mj, Cj i, dj j, and 

kPj j, respectively, and T values for the vector K^; since any value can be encoded 

into log MAXSTD(y) digits, LNGSTD(T) is 0(J T log MAXSTD(/')). In contrast, 

under CMP only two values need to be stored for the , viz. the value J ar,d its 

Position T within the vector. Since all other parameters are encoded as above, 

LNGCMp(T) is 0(J log MAXCMP(T)). Since there is no way of polynomially 

bounding J T in J, LNGSTD(0 and LNGCMP(/') cannot be polynomially related. • 

So, also for the the MMMPSPPWW, different encodings may yield input lengths which are not 

polynomially related. Again, this is a consequence of the fact that STD fails to be concise for 

all possible instances occurring. It is worthwile to note from the construction of the 

pathological instances, where all Mj = 1, that the pivotal property of the MMMPSPpww with 

respect to the polynomial unrelatedness of STD and CMP is the presence of multiple modes 

but the fact that T may take arbitrarily large values. This above result supports the finding of 

Brüggemann that different encodings will not always lead to categorially the same input sizes. 

Therefore, complexity results can not generally be assumed to be encoding-independent. 

We will now see that despite this result the MMMPSPfeasPWw can directly be shown to be NP-

complete. The proof involves a polynomial transformation (denoted by <*) f rom the NP-com

plete set partition problem (SPP): 

(SPP) Given Le IN, S = {1,...,L}, and fij e IN (1 < j < L), is there a set 5' c S such that 

2>j= 2>j (34) 
jeS' jeS-5" 

Theorem 6 MMMPSPfeasPww is NP-complete. 
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Proof: 

(i) (MMMPSPfeaspww e NP) Letting M denote max {Mj | 1 < j < J}, the length of an arbi-

trary MMMPSPfeaspWW-instance 7 is LNGSTD(7) ~ 0(J2-M-N-RT-log MAXSTD(7)). A 

certificate C of MMMPSPfeasPWW consists of one value for each of the J-M-T decision 

variables such that, by the same argument as above, reading a certificate has a time 

complexity of O(J-M-T) which is polynomial in the input length. 

The constraints of MMMPSPfeasPWW are the same as of MMPSPfeasPWW, except of the 

different right-hand-side parameters in the renewable resource constraints (32). Hence, 

evaluating the constraints will require Q(J2 M-N-R-T^) Operations; assuming that each 

Operation takes constant time, the time complexity of the total evaluation is also 

0(J2-M-N-R-T2) which is polynomial in the input length. So, any certificate can be read 

and verified in polynomial time, hence MMMPSPfeasPWw 's dement of NP. 

(ii) (SPP oc MMMPSPfeasPWW) Let LG IN, 5 = {1,...,L}, and |ij e IN (1 < j < L) constitute 

an arbitrary instance 7 of SPP. Then construct an instance F o f MMMPSPfeasPWw as Kol

lows: J = L, Mj = 2 (1 < j < J), dji = dj2 = |lj (1 ^ j ^ J), T = 1/2-Zj |lj, N = 0, R = 0, 

and Z empty. 

Figure 3 

SPP Transforms to MMMPSPfeasp\yw 

m = 1 ... ... 

m = 2 ... ... dlm _ M-l 

J 
T=l/2]>>j 

j=l 

In order to show that this is indeed a polynomial transformation, let us first argue that 

there exists a feasible Solution for f, viz. a schedule, if and only if there is a feasible So

lution for 7, viz. a subset of 5 as described above (cp. Figure (3)). Assuming that there 

exists such a subset, we can design a feasible schedule by scheduling all activities in S' 

in mode m = 1, and all other activities in mode m = 2. This procedure Covers all activi

ties while (34) translates to 

Xdjl= Xdj2=T (35) 
jsS' j eS-S' 
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such that the schedule satisfies the activity completion constraints (29). Due to Z empty 

there are no precedence constraints (30), due to N = 0 and R = 0 no resource constraints 

(31) and (32). Conversely, if such a feasible schedule exists, the desired subset 5' can be 

obtained by putting together all elements j of S which were scheduled to mode m = 1. 

Due to the activity completion constraints (29) this yields a subset with the desired 

property (34). Second, the transformation is polynomial since each of the O(L) assign-

ments can be done in 0(log (0.) time where (i denotes max{p.j | 1 < j < L}. • 

From the above proof it is apparent that the mere existence of categorially different encodings 

for pathological instances does not necessarily imply that NP-completeness cannot be shown 

directly. Finally, we demonstrate that also MMMPSPfeasPWW can be shown to be NP-equiva-

lent in the strong sense. 

Theorem 7 MMMPSPfeasPWw is strongly NP-complete. 

Proof: 

(i) (MMMPSPfeasPWw e NP) Cf. proof of Theorem 6. 

(ii) (3PP °cp MMMPSPfeasPWw) Let L e IN, S = {1,...,3-L}, BeIN,|ijelN(l<j< 3 L) 

constitute an arbitrary instance 7 of 3PP. Then construct from it an instance 71 of 

MMMPSPfeasPWw as follows: J = 3 L, T = L, Mj = 1 (1 < j < J), djj = 1 (1 < j < J), 

N = 0, R = 1, kj = jLtj (1 < j < J), Kt = B (1 < t < T), and Z empty, where due to Mj = 1 

and R = 1 kj stands for kPj ^and Kt for (cp. Figure 1). 

The transformation is pseudo-polynomial for the same arguments as employed in the 

proof of Theorem 2. • 

Theorem 8 MMMPSPfeasP\yw 's strongly NP-equivalent. 

Proof: Analogously to the proof of Theorems 3 and 4. • 

6. Summary and Conclusions 

Motivated by recent findings of Brüggemann and Jahnke (1996) that certain combinations of 

encoding and model may be exponential, we studied the multi-mode project scheduling prob

lem (MMPSP). In doing so, we focussed on its PWW-model formulation because this type of 

model is well established as Standard practice of representing scheduling problems. It turned 

out that the PWW-model of the MMPSP is exponential - regardless of the particular encoding 

used. However, this discouraging result can be improved to a strongly NP-equivalence result 

by placing a moderate restriction on the activity durations. 
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In addition, we have investigated the PWW-model of a modified multi-mode project schedul

ing problem (MMMPSP) for which another result of Brüggemann (1995) was confirmed: 

Commonly used encodings, such as STD which is widely accepted as being concise, may - if 

only for certain pathological instances - cease to remain concise because they will produce in-

puts containing redundant, superfluous Information. Moreover, the comparison between the 

inputs lengths resulting from encodings STD and CMP supports another finding of Brügge

mann (1995): Different encodings will not always lead to categorially the same input sizes. 

Therefore, complexity results can not generally be assumed to be encoding-independent. 

Despite these findings, the model can directly be proven as well NP-complete as strongly NP-

complete with the usual proof techniques; hence, for the MMMPSPp^w ^ is unnecessary to in-

troduce a restriction to certain instances as we did for the the MMPSPPW\V 

Future work in this context will be directed along the following lines: 

Investigate whether these or similar properties appear for other models in the field of pro

ject scheduling as well. 

If so, derive criteria allowing to identify these properties in general, and appropriate re-

strictions allowing to exclude these properties. Appropriate here means that the restric-

tions should be as weak as possible in order to maintain practica! relevance of the consid

ered models but strong enough to prevent their exponentiality. 

Determine whether other model formulations for the MMPSP exist, which are in NP even 

for arbitrarily large values of T. 
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Appendix 

We here describe two variants of the MMPSP, namely its threshold and its extension variant, 

which are used in the proof of Theorem 4 (A detailed coverage of such variants and the proof 

technique involved is provided in Schirmer 1995). In order to emphasize the correspondence 

between the original problem and its variants, we Start off with recalling a description of the 

MMPSP. It is then easy to see how to derive a PWW-model (such as given in Section 3.3) from 

a problem description (such as given below). 
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(PI) Multi-Mode Project Scheduling Problem (MMPSP) 

Given J e IN (number of activities), J = {1 } (activities), Mj e IN0 (1 < j < J) (number of 

modes), dim = djm = 0, djm e IN (2 < j < J-l; 1 < m < Mj) (duration of j), N e IN0 (number 

of nonrenewable resources), kjmn e INQ (1 < j < J; 1 < m < Mj; 1 < n < N) {per-period 

usage of n in m by j), e IN (1 < n < N) (total availability of n), R € 1N0 (number of 

renewable resources), e IN0(1 < j ^ J; 1 < m < Mj. 1 < r < R) (per-period usage of r 

byj), e IN (1 < r < R) (per-period availability of r), and Z a partial order (a precedence 

order) on J, find an assignment of periods and modes to activities, i.e. a set {(jn, mn, tn) | 

l<n<J A l<jn<J A l<mn<Mn A l<tn<T}, covering all activities that ensures for each nonre

newable resource that the total consumption of n by all activities does not exceed the total 

availability of n, for each renewable resource r that in each period the total usage of r by all 

activities performed in that period does not exceed the per-period availability of r, and 

respects the partial order Z (a füll schedule) such that the expression (project length) 

max {tn | l<n<J} (16) 

is minimal. 

(P2) Multi-Mode Project Scheduling Problem, Threshold Variant (MMPSP^ir) 

Given an instance of the MMPSP and B G IN (a bound), is there a füll schedule such that the 

project length is equal to or less than B? 

(P3) Multi-Mode Project Scheduling Problem, Extension Variant (MMPSPext) 

Given an instance of the MMPSP, B e IN (a bound), I 6 IN with I < J, and an assignment of 

periods and modes to activities, i.e. a set 5 = {(jn, mn, tn) | l<n<I A l<jn<J A l<mn<Mn A 

1 <tn<T}, covering part of the activities that ensures for each renewable resource r that in each 

period the total usage of r by all activities performed in that period does not exceed the per-

period availability of r, and respects the partial order Z (a partial schedule), can E be 

extended to a set {(jn, mn, tn) | l<n<J A l<jn<J A l<mn<Mn A 1 <tn<T} (a füll schedule, as 

defined above) such that the project length is equal to or less than B? Note that for I = J the 

above notion of a partial schedule includes the füll schedule as a special case. 

The corresponding variants of the MMMPSP can be derived analogously. 
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